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As a turtle myself, my greatest accomplishment was rebranding the image of turtles. We were known as 

the “slow ones” of the animal kingdom, politely meandering through nature. To deter our more agile 

predators, a turtle’s only means of protection is to take evasive action and hide in its shell. Although our 

self-defense strategy is effective, it infuriates those creatures who view us as a tasty treat.  

Turtles are a most brave species. Despite our lack of cardiovascular fortitude, we bravely cross roads if 

we are inclined to relocate to a new pond. Our predators, knowing how great a turtle’s pride is, took to 

a slander campaign, attempting to convince the masses that our so-called “defensive strategy” was 

merely an attempt to cover the fact that we are an extremely antisocial species. This couldn’t be further 

from the truth! How many times have you seen a log with at least half a dozen turtles enjoying a basking 

party? This ploy by our predators was hinged on the hopes that our egos would be bruised enough by 

the misrepresentations of turtles as introverts to lead us to stubbornly refuse to retreat into our shells, 

leaving us vulnerable to attack. 

Two can play at that game. Have you heard of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles? Why yes, I thought so. 

That was all my doing. Our species was in need of a major image overhaul. I ruminated over ways to 

toughen up our image and it hit me: Ninjas. They’re tough, stealthy, and everyone wants to be one. So I 

came up with an inspiring story about four courageous turtles trained in the mysterious ninja arts. 

Because it’s cool to be a ninja.  

The rats also needed a PR boost, so I incorporated a character to support their rebranding efforts as 

well.  


